
NEW PRODUCTS



KABUKI NEW GENERATION
Designed by Ferruccio Laviani

The Kabuki project represents a synthesis of innovation, research and design in what is already about to be recognised as 
one of the iconic pieces of our catalogue. So, I am pleased to inform you that we have made further technical changes to 
the lamp in order to enhance its lighting performance.
In collaboration with the Kartell design office, the architect Laviani has added a small machined lens featuring a special and 
exclusive notching process that creates warmer light and better overall lighting performance.



NEW ELEMENTS

1. DIMMER SOFT TOUCH: the dimmer has also relocated switch directly on the lens to improve the look of the cord and 
simply use of the switch itself

2. LENTINO: a small machined lens featuring a special and exclusive notching process that creates warmer light and better 
overall lighting performance



KABUKI OUTDOOR
Designed by Ferruccio Laviani

The sophisticated injection technology used to make the Kabuki lamp creates a woven structure resembling lace with a
unique perforated surface through which the light is diffused.
The lamp is available in five colours: transparent, transparent blue, transparent green, white and black.
The new version of the Kabuki lamp, Outdoor has joined the floorlamp version. The product family retains the peculiar
woven structure inspired by lace and recreated by adopting a very sophisticated injection technology, and it is
distinguished by a perforated surface from which the light is diffused.



LED CHARACTERISTICS

1) LED light bulb included: 220-240V - 26W LED
2) Colour temperature: 2700K
3) LED autonomy: 30 000 hours
4) To replace the lamp’s electrical system, simply unscrew the dimmer
from the cord, then slide out from the top of the lamp
5) Kartell can provide a replacement kit in case of damage
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KABUKI
Questo dispositivo è 
munito di lampade a 
LED integrate.

Le lampade di questo  
dispositivo non sono sostituibili
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This fixture uses 
integrated LED 
lamps

The lamps of this fixture  
may not be replaced

KABUKI



ISTRUZIONI PER IL MONTAGGIO
Per facilitare il  montaggio tra il gruppo zavorra e il corpo lampada
Appoggiare il gruppo zavorra  su una superficie rialzata (es. tavolo) e posizionare sopra il corpo lampada   
fig 1. Con 2 mani, sollevare il gruppo zavorra facendo in modo che le alette di aggancio si appoggino alle 
alette di sostegno esistenti sul corpo lampada fig 2
Ruotare in senso orario fino a fine corsa.
Posizionare il prodotto nella posizione desiderata e rimuovere il nastro di tenuta. Inserire la spina nella 
presa di corrente ed utilizzare il prodotto.

Fig 1  Fig 2

ACCENSIONE E SPEGNIMENTO DEL PRODOTTO
Premere il tasto ON/OFF esistente sul dimmer
REGOLAZIONE DELL’INTENSITA’ LUMINOSA 
Posizionato il tasto ON/OFF in posizione ON agire sul cursore esistente sul dimmer, al suo movimento 
l’intensità luminosa variera’.
ATTENZIONE il corpo illuminante portato alla regolazione minima d’intensità non si spegne 
completamente come da norma vigente.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
To facilitate the mounting of the ballast assembly to the light fixture
Place the ballast assembly on a raised surface (e.g. table) and position the light fixture on top of it fig 1.
Using both hands, lift the ballast assembly and position it in such a way that the fastening tabs are 
correctly aligned with their existing supports on the light fixture fig 2.
Rotate clockwise as far as possible.

ASSEMBLY

- Set the ballast on a raised surface (e.g. table) and set the lamp body on top (Fig. 1)
- With both hands, raise the ballast, aligning the tabs on both the ballast and the lamp body (Fig. 2)
- Rotate clockwise as far as it will go
- Set the lamp in the desired location before removing the tape. Connect to mains power and switch on







GENERIC A and C
Designed by Philippe Starck 

A new family of chairs characterized by a functional pared-down design. The designer’s research is focused on identifying
the “generics” of community seating: an A model and a C model dedicated to office and café seating (that is to say, bars,
restaurants and entertainment venues) in matt and soft touch finishes.
In the beginning was the essence of the chair, in the purity of its shape and function; then it was covered with new
meanings. Now it is time to go back to the origin and discover the universal models with a task of sweeping away all the
superstructures. It is an ambitious project with profoundly ethical aspects, where new targets to be met, in which creativity
places itself in a perspective of service for everyone, are set for contemporary design. Starting from different reasons -
economic, emotional, functional, cultural - Kartell’s goal is to identify the “generic” seating models for public areas thanks
to Philippe Starck’s creative idea. They range from the world of offices to entertainment venues, and offer an exciting new
added value to Kartell’s sales strategy in both the habitat and contract divisions.



Material: Mass-dyed thermoplastic technopolymer
This product is certified EN 1728:2012 and 16139:2013: domestic furniture, seating, testing methods, determination of
strength and durability.
N.B.: This product sheet complies with the provisions of Italian Law 126 of 10 April 1991, The Consumer Information Law”,
and with Decree 101 of 8 February 1997, Implementation Regulation”.
Product maintenance: To clean, wipe with a soft, damp cloth using liquid soap or detergent diluted in water. Do not use
ethyl alcohol or detergents containing acetone, turpentine or ammonia (solvents in general), even in small quantities.
AVOID THE FOLLOWING IMPROPER USES: standing on the seat, sitting on the back or using the armchair as a ladder.
Kartell cannot be held liable for damage or injury resulting from improper use of this product. The product guarantee does
not cover assistance or repairs of the product or product parts for damage resulting from improper use.
MODEL PROTECTED BY COMMUNITY DESIGN REGISTRATION

Technical information

In its continuing commitment to protecting its customers'health, Kartel obtained Greenguard 
certification for its products in 2014. When purchasing a Greenguard-certified product, 
consumers can be certain the product has been inspected, does not pollute and is not 
dangerous. Greenguard is used by many certification processes for environmentally-sustainable 
buildings (LEED; CHPS; ASHRAE; Grren Globes; NAHB; IgCC, CONSIP) around the world.









SIR GIO
Designed by Philippe Starck

A table in a wide range of different colors that depicts a further innovation in the use of polycarbonate. The bases are
available in 2 colors (transparent and smoky grey) and can be matched with 5 glass tops in the bronze, powder pink,
smoky grey, green and yellow versions, for tone on tone or contrasting alternatives with 10 possible color combinations. By
mixing colors, it is always possible to get different solutions, creating both super-colored tables, suitable for younger and
more informal environments, both more classical versions that fit perfectly into elegant and minimal spaces. A unique table
suitable for a wide range of uses. Moreover, the moulded plastic central leg, made with a high technological innovation
mould, provides top performance and stability to support the glass top.





 Philippe Starck 2016 Sir Gio
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 width height depth diameter unit  
    Ø weight  
     kg.  

3275  72  120 34,000  

3276 120 72 120  37,000  

packaging quantity weight kg. volume m3  size

3275 1 top 39,000 0,156 125x125x10
 1 leg  11,000 0,245 58x73x58
3276 1 top 42,000 0,156 125x125x10
 1 leg 11,000 0,245 58x73x58

3275 / 3276
Transparent
Plan

2/pink

3/bronze

4/yellow

5/green

6/fumè

3275 / 3276
Transparent
Base

1/transparent

3/bronze

6/fumè

Material
Structure: trasparent or mass-dyed 
thermoplastic technopolymer
Plan: crystal stratified

Level achieved
EN 1730:2012  
EN 15372:2016  
6.2  L3 
6.3  L3 
6.4  L3 
6.6  L3 
6.7  Compliant 
7.2  Compliant 



ASSEMBLY

1

2
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4

5

MAX
Ø 1cm

- 2 people are needed to lift and move the top
- Carefully unpack the top and place it on a soft cloth
(fig. 1 and 2)
- Carefully unpack the base.
- Use the wet wipe provided to thoroughly clean the 4
areas on the base where the two sided sticky tape is
going to be affixed. (fig. 3)

- Take the stick provided for the purpose (PRIMER 94);
before use activate by pressing it in the middle until the
internal capsule breaks
- Shake the stick well and apply it to the base in the 4
areas where the two-sided sticky tape is to be affixed
(fig. 4 and 5)



6

7

8

9

- Ensure that the area is perfectly dry
- Remove the protective film from the 4 double sided sticky
tapes on the back of the top. (fig. 6)
- Slowly take the top close to the contact points on the base
using the template on the upper side of the top as a guide.
(fig. 7)

- When the 4 reference points on the top are perfectly
aligned with the 4 contact points on the base, slowly
place the top on its base. (fig. 8)
- Once the top is in position, press it down for 5
seconds on each of the 4 contact points. (fig. 9)
- Remove the template from the upper side of the top.
Wait 10 minutes before moving the table



https://youtu.be/Dw0uWbM21Bc 

Assembly instruction tutorial video 
Sir Gio, by Philippe Starck











ALEDIN
Designed by Alberto and Francesco Meda

Aledin is a LED task lamp with polycarbonate articulating arms fitted with two aluminium rods that function as conductors in
the place of wires. In the Tec version, the lamp has a flat head and is ideal for office use. The Dec version on the other hand
is designed to add a decorative note to interiors, with its luminous head surmounted by a multifaceted cone.











ALEDIN ALEDIN
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This lamp uses 
integrated LED 
bulbs

This lamp’s bulbs cannot be 
replaced
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Cet appareil est 
doté de lampes à 
LED intégrées.

Les lampes de cet appareil ne 
sont pas remplaçables.

LED CHARACTERISTICS

1) TEC: led 3,8w 24Vdc;
2) DEC: led 3,8w lower, 02,w higher, 24Vdc;
3) For USA only: 24Vdc
4) LED autonomy: 50 000 hours





LARGO SOFA
Designed by Piero Lissoni

Largo, a sofa system with a variety of configurations, whose generously proportioned cushions provide firm support and
linearity of design, has extended its fabric range to include a new collection of velvets in the colours of petrol blue, pink,
cardinal red, dove grey, acid green and forest green.









- 100% cotton Velvet
- Teflon finishing
- Crease-resistant and spot-resistant
- Martindale 50 000
- Dry clean
- Sophisticated, soft touch
- Brilliant, shimmering and iridescent

colours

NB: in order to remove the folds on velvet,
you have to use the Vaporella iron at 100
degrees









FAQ

• Fire retardant textiles (Sanderson, Nilo, Pied de poule)
• Removable covers (instructions on product card)
• In the display, it is important that the cushions be presented with the sofa
• The cushions upholstered with the new textiles are sold individually and used for sales and as samples of the textile
variants
• For the sofa in the Ottoman version, the ottoman can be placed on the right or left, and different fabrics can be used.
However, each seating unit must be upholstered entirely in the same fabric
• The corner version can be ordered with an end ottoman.
• Polyurethane foam (25 kg/m3) rounded top (25 kg/m3, crushproof) and flocked wadding heatbound on jersey. All coated
with Velcro resin, glued to seat and affixed to plywood panel.
• The depths of the seats and frames have been added in the 2017 price list
• The seat is screwed onto the frame (instructions on product card)



COLOR SAMPLES



TRAMA
Designed by Patricia Urquiola

Trama tableware collection (a complete dinner service) is inspired by Japanese ceramic ware with its refined textures,
natural earthy colours and matt effects. Similar to the earthenware pots of country houses, these plates have a rough feel
and are characterized by a graphic stroke which elegantly defines the essential nature of the collection.



COMUNICAZIONE DAL PRODUTTORE ALL’ACQUIRENTE
Materiale: Melammina 
Avvertenza: la presente scheda prodotto ottempera alle disposizioni della Legge del 10 aprile 1991 n° 
126 “Norme per l’informazione del consumatore” e al decreto dell’8 febbraio 1997 n° 101 “Regolamento 
di attuazione”. 
Manutenzione del prodotto: prima dell’uso pulire il prodotto con un panno morbido umido imbevuto di 
sapone o detersivi liquidi, meglio se diluiti in acqua. Evitare assolutamente l’uso di alcol etilico o di detersivi 
contenenti, anche in piccole quantità, acetone, trielina e ammoniaca (solventi in generale).

 PRODOTTO LAVABILE IN LAVASTOVIGLIE 

 PRODOTTO ADATTO AL CONTATTO ALIMENTARE 

 PRODOTTO NON ADATTO ALL’USO NEL MICROONDE
Kartell declina ogni responsabilità per danni causati a cose o a persone derivanti da un uso non corretto 
del prodotto. La garanzia non comprende alcun tipo di assistenza o riparazione del prodotto o a parti di 
esso danneggiate in seguito a un uso non corretto del prodotto stesso. 
MODELLO PROTETTO DA REGISTRAZIONE DI DESIGN COMUNITARIO

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE PRODUCER FOR THE PURCHASER
Material: melamine
Warning: this product sheet complies with the provisions of Law no 126 of 10 April 1991 “Regulations 
on information for consumers” and with Decree no 101 of 8 February 1997 “Implementation Regulation”.
Product maintenance: before using, clean the product with a soft cloth soaked in soapy water or liquid 
detergent, preferably diluted with water. Do not use ethyl alcohol or detergents containing even small 
amounts of acetone, trichloroethylene and ammonia (or solvents in general).

 DISHWASHER SAFE

 SUITABLE FOR USE WITH FOOD

 PRODUCT NOT SUITABLE FOR USE IN THE MICROWAVE OVEN
Kartell declines all responsibility for damags caused to persons or things as a result of  incorrect product 
use. The guarantee does not include any type of assistance or  repair to the product or parts thereof 
which are damaged due to incorrect product use.
MODEL PROTECTED BY COMMUNITY DESIGN REGISTRATION

MITTEILUNG DES HERSTELLERS AN DEN KUNDEN
Material: Melamin 
Hinweis: Dieses Merkblatt erfüllt die Bestimmungen des Gesetzes Nr. 126 vom 10. April 1991„ 
Bestimmungen zur Verbraucherinformation“ und die des Gesetzeserlasses Nr. 101 vom 8. Februar 1997 

Technical information
Material: melamine
Warning: this product sheet complies with the provisions of Law no 126 of 10 April 1991 “Regulations on information for
consumers” and with Decree no 101 of 8 February 1997 “Implementation Regulation”.
Product maintenance: before using, clean the product with a soft cloth soaked in soapy water or liquid detergent,
preferably diluted with water. Do not use ethyl alcohol or detergents containing even small amounts of acetone,
trichloroethylene and ammonia (or solvents in general). Do not use sponges and/or abrasive detergents when
handwashing. Resists temperatures between 0 and 70°C

Kartell declines all responsibility for damags caused to persons or things as a result of incorrect product use. The
guarantee does not include any type of assistance or repair to the product or parts thereof which are damaged due to
incorrect product use.
MODEL PROTECTED BY COMMUNITY DESIGN REGISTRATION









Kartell by Laufen - Boxy
Designed by Ludovica+Roberto Palomba

Emerging from the teamwork of Kartell and the design by Ludovica and Roberto Palomba are the new
proposals of bathroom accessories. The soap dish is offered in clear, pink and green crystal. The toothbrush
holder instead has a clear crystal base and a body in the shiny black, white, pink and green clear versions.













Componibili Smile, designed by Fabio Novembre

The	classic	round	hole	of	Componibili	is	reinterpreted	with	a	wink,	the	product	of	emoji	times.	A	timeless	classic	that	acquires a	new	
playful	interpretation	to	perfectly	insert	it	in	kids’	living	spaces.



Componibili Smile, by Fabio Novembre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSQDlav8uushtt
ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSQDlav8uus





Rosas, designed by Paula Cadematori

The	Rosas	clutch	bag	is	one	of	the	novelties	of	the	Autumn/Winter	2017/2018	Collection	signed	by	Kartell	à	la	mode	and	Paula	
Cademartori.	Produced	in	clear	or	batch-dyed	thermoplastic	technopolymer,	Rosas	catches	the	eye	thanks	to	its	unusual	opening	with	a	
three-dimensional	star	and	comes	complete	with	a	shoulder	chain.		It	is	available	in	solid	black	or	in	the	clear	colours	of	crystal	and	
blue,	as	well	as	in	the	bicoloured	versions	of	solid	black/clear	crystal	and	clear	blue/crystal.





SAVE PRODOTTI NATALE (in attesa da Laura)WHAT’S NEW



Lantern, designed by Fabio Novembre

Fabio Novembre has designed an original portable LED lamp, an injection moulded clear “rechargeable lantern” that is charged by
setting it on a conductive base. The light is projected through the design’s graphic effect. Available in the amber, crystal, smoky grey,
red, and wisteria versions.



Eur, designed by Fabio Novembre

Fabio	Novembre	presents	two	new	stools	inspired	by	Rome’s	Eur	district.	The	cube	and	cylinder	styles	are	moulded	with	the	
reproduction	of	the	architecture	of	the	Italian	Palazzo	della	Civiltà.	They	are	designed	for	different	seating	or	support	functions	and	can	
be	placed	in	various	rooms	and	styles.	Thus	the	new	object	of	the	Kartell	collection	goes	beyond	the	time	line,	just	like	the Palazzo	has	
become	one	of	the	most	fascinating	architectural	icons	of	our	country	over	the	years.



Air du Temps, designed by Eugeni Quitllet

Lightness	is	also	the	watchword	of	the	new	L’Air	du	Temps	clock	that	lets	time	go	by	on	a	clear	crystal	surface.



Blast, designed by Philippe Starck

The	Blast	line	consists	of	two	side-table	shapes	(square	and	rectangular	with	rounded	corners)	with	clear	bases	and	tops.	Its	design	is	a	
development	of	the	Sir	Gio	table,	so	there	is	the	possibility	to	associate	and	match	different	colours	of	bases	and	tops.	The central	core	
of	the	base	can	be	chrome	or	metallic	copper.



Trama Drink, designed by Patricia Urquiola

The Trama Drink tableware collection by Patricia Urquiola includes a complete set of water, wine and beverage glasses, 
plus a pitcher, made of coloured transparent glossy PMMA. The soft transparent colours are easy to pair for fun table 
settings: creative and original or more classic and monochrome. Trama Drink has a classical graphic style, also present on 
the dishes, that elegantly defines the collection’s minimalist nature.



Planet, designed by Tokujin Yoshioka

The	Planet	lamp	family	is	enriched	with	the	floor	version	in	two	sizes,	130	and	160	cm,	to	join	the	suspended,	low	table,	and metal	
structure	models.	Its	peculiarity	is	given	by	the	slightly	ovoidal	shape	of	the	transparent	diffuser	with	a	faceted	surface	both inside	and	
outside	that	creates	a	rich	array	of	reflections.	The	table	and	floor	with	stem	are	presented	in	three	versions:	smoky	grey/black,	
yellow/gold,	and	clear/chrome.



Xmas Kartell
Kartell inspires Christmas
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